
Environmental Strategies

Pipes back to the fields and storage area.

Our site has a natural collection location.  We will 
install drains on either side of our road and the 
collected rain water will be stored as gray water 
or distributed back into the fields as additional 
irrigation.

Water collected on the roof will travel 
by gutters to the main collection area 
between the two buildings.
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GEOTHERMAL SUMMER STRATEGY -
Cool water from system circulated through building shell to prevent 
interior heating

CONVENTIONAL GEOTHERMAL WINTER STRATEGY -
Warm water from system used to pre-heat incoming cold air

Resultant small heating and cooling loads easily handled by three small 
zonal systems located near the areas served.  Three zones are retail/bar area, 
production core, and kitchen/restaurant.  E�ciency achieved because units 
are o� most of the time.  Each system is served by water from the geother-
mal system and has its own heat exchanger 

THREE ZONES

MEP STRATEGY

Overall strategy is to use subteranean storage to reduce cooling loan.  Thermal mass of surrounding earth ensures that the 
cave-like barrel and bottle vaults will stay cool with minimal system intervention.   A geothermal system for cooling the roof 
on sunny days minimizes the building solar load, e�ectively in�nitely increasing the thermal mass of the roof as an envelope 
load reduction strategy.  Other stratgies employed include orienting the building shell openings to utilize prevailing winds 
to circulate cool air in the warm season and hot air in the cool seasons.  Use of the several strategies 
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Our production facilities will be divided into two major zones.  The fermentation 
tanks can be kept at an average temperature because they are self regulating.  
Our barrel and bottle vault, on the other hand, must be kept at a constant 55 
degrees F  Do help facilities this cooling process we have all of our vaults under-
ground.  In our location of California, the ground temperature at 20’ below 
grade is an average 56 degrees year round.  This will drastically lower cooling 
efforts


